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NAME
xy2xyy − combine multiple xy files to one x - multiple y file.

SYNOPSIS
xy2xyy [−ahHdDikvVz] [−su] [−qt] [−g"format"] [−ooutfile] [−−] [−] [filename...]

It is possible to have whitespace between a command line option and its parameter.

DESCRIPTION
xy2xyy is a program to convert multiple files with xy-pairs to one file with a single x-column and multiple
y-columns.

Each inputfile may have more than one set or chunk of xy-pairs.It is required that the files/chunks with xy-
pairs have the same x-column, which implies that they hav ean equal number of datapoints.

This section is divided into the following subsections: Initialization, Options, Processing, xy2xyy log-mes-
sages, xy2xyy error messages and Program exit status.

Initialization
When xy2xyy is run, it starts scanning the commandline parameters. It collects the options and builds a
filelist from the (wildcard) filename specifications.When no filenames are specified,xy2xyy expects a list
of filenames from standard input. If no filenames are specified here,xy2xyy displays the usage screen
(xy2xyy <nul).

The filelist can be sorted, which is the default, or left as it comes by specifying option−u (see note below).
xy2xyy warns about duplicate filenames and normally discards them.By specifying the−t option you can
accept duplicate filenames.

Note: when MS-DOS is requested to present a filelist from a wildcard file specification, this list is unsorted.

Options
xy2xyy can be executed with the following options:

−a print author information,

−h print overview of options,

−H print program description,

−d print debug information (−d: stdout, −D: stderr),

−dd print also filename list built,

−ddd print also xy-pair each datapoint processed,

−i select files specified on commandline interactively,

−k keep intermediate output file xy2xyy.$$o,

−v verbose; print summary per file processed (−v: stdout, −V: stderr),

−s sort list with filenames (default),

−u leave list with filenames unsorted,

−q unique: duplicate filenames discarded (default),

−t duplicate filenames accepted,

−z suppress informative messages,

−gformat heading format, "x-fmt;y-fmt;tail[;head]", see below,

−ooutfile output filename,
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−− end option section,

− process xy-pairs from standard input.

filename e.g.∗.xy for all .xy datafiles in the current directory.

If you want to use − as the first filename, −− must precede it to end the option section. When a filelist from
standard input is used, − cannot be used forfilename.

Option−g lets you specifiy heading lines in the output file.An example of it’s usage is for the import func-
tion of Origin. Examine the following heading format with an example resulting heading:

V;\tI%b;\n\n
V<tab>I001xye <tab>I002xye <newline>
<newline>

The format consists of four fields separated by semicolons: x-column format, y-column format, tail format
and the head format.From back to front, fields may be omitted.In a format the following specifiers are
recognized:

%c current chunk number of current input file,

%C chunk number from one to total number of chunks in all files,

%b basename of current input file (filename without directory part and extension),

%x extension of current input file,

%d directory part of current input file,

%p full path of current input file.

The usual C-language escape characters are supported. The most useful are:

\n newline

\t horizontal tab

\\ backslash

\" double quote

Option−v increases the verbosity level, while option−z lowers it, so−vz is effectively a no-operation, and
−Vz can be used to direct the normal messages to standard error (stderr).

Processing
For each chunk in the file from the list of filenames as previously built from the commandline or read from
standard input,xy2xyy does the following.

First xy2xyy opens two temporary files for intermediate in- and output. Then it starts reading lines from the
current xy-file along with the intermediate input file.Only lines yielding two valid (floating point) numbers
are used. Other lines are simply skipped, unless they contain one number or more than two numbers. In
this casexy2xyy concludes that the file is not a valid xy-file.

Thenxy2xyy writes the current line from the intermediate input file to the intermediate output file, append-
ing the current y-value from the xy-file.A special case is the first xy-file, which is effectively copied to the
intermediate output file, to provide for the x-column.Along the way xy2xyy checks if the x-column of the
current xy-file matches the x-column found so far. xy2xyy also checks if the current xy-file contains the
same number of datapoints as found so far.

Finally the files are closed, the intermediate output file is moved to the intermediate input file, and process-
ing of the next chunk can begin.

When all xy-files have been processed and no error occured, the interediate output is copied to the output
file specified, or standard output if no file is specified. The intermediate output file is removed, unless
option−k is specified.
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xy2xyy log-messages
Here is an example ofxy2xyy log-messages, obtained with option−v.

xy2xyy version 1.10, May 21 2001 Combine xy files to one x-multiple y file.

.\test1xye.xye: chunk 1, 1024 lines, 1024 xy-pairs added to xy2xyy.$$o.

.\test3xye.xye: chunk 1, 1024 lines, 1024 y-values added to xy2xyy.$$o.

xy2xyy: combined 2 files, 2 chunks, 1024 points each column to file xy2xyy.xyy.

xy2xyy error messages
Most error messagesxy2xyy can issue, concern file operations that fail. Othererror messages are about
proceessing data:

filename, l ine lll : c annot process lines of length 200 and longer.
filename, l ine lll : n ot an xy-file, only one column found.
filename, l ine lll : n ot an xy-file, more than two columns found.
filename, l ine lll : f ound ddd points, while nnn found so far (xy2xyy.$$i).
filename, l ine lll : x [ ddd] ( x1) d iffers from x[ nnn] ( x2) f ound so far (xy2xyy.$$i).
xy2xyy.$$i, line lll : c annot write x-column to intermediate output while processing ’ filename’.
xy2xyy.$$i, line lll : c annot write xy-pair to intermediate output while processing ’ filename’.
xy2xyy.$$i, line lll : c annot append y-column # ddd to intermediate output while processing ’ filename’.

Program exit status
When a file cannot be found, or the file cannot be properly processed, the program stops and issues an error
message. The failure to process a file is reflected in the programs exit status (see DIAGNOSTICS below).

ENVIRONMENT
No environment variables are used.

FILES
xy2xyy uses and creates the following files:

stdin xy2xyy can read a list of files from standard input (stdin). The filenames must be sepa-
rated by spaces, tabs or newlines. If the list of filenames does not come from standard
input, xy-pairs may be read from standard input by specifying ’−’ for filename. See also
filename.

stdout when no output file has been specified with option−o, xy2xyy writes the result to stan-
dard output (stdout),

filename input file with one integer or floating point xy-pair per line, separated by spaces or tabs.
The file can contain more than one set or chunk of xy-pairs.These chunks must be sepa-
rated by a line with a single formfeed character (ˆLˆM, or Alt+12,Enter from the
keyboard, or \f\n in C-code).

xy2xyy.$$i intermediateinput file with x-column of first file processed and y-columns from files pro-
cessed so far,

xy2xyy.$$o intermediateoutput file to which y-column of input file currently being processed is
added.

DIAGNOSTICS
xy2xyy can return the following exit values:

0 success: program execution has been successfully completed,

1 commandline error: an invalid option is specified,

2 processing error: a file could not be opened or closed, an error occurred while writing to an output file,
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3 interruption: the user interrupted the program,

4 internal error: an unexpected situation in program behaviour occurred.

SEE ALSO
sts-y2xy(1), xy2xy(1), xyy2xy(1).

EXAMPLE
1. Combine all∗xye.xye files into file allxye.xyy and record the messages into file allxye.log.
xy2xyy −v −o allxye.xyy ∗xye.xye >allxye.log

2. As above and collect the error messages into file allxye.err (Windows NT).
xy2xyy −v −o allxye.xyy ∗xye.xye >allxye.log 2>allxye.err

3. As under 1 but collect the normalanderror messages into file allxye.log (Windows NT).
xy2xyy −V −o allxye.xyy ∗xye.xye 2>allxye.log

4. As under 1 and generate a heading like V<tab>Ifilename<newline><newline> in the output file.
xy2xyy −v -g"V;\tI%b;\n\n" −o allxye.xyy ∗xye.xye >allxye.log

5. Read the filenames from the file filelist.txt through standard input.
type filelist.txt | xy2xyy −v −o filelist.xyy >filelist.log

6. Read three xy-files, of which file two.xy comes via standard input.
type two.xy | xy2xyy −v −o one-thr.xyy one.xy − three.xy >one-thr.log

7. Read xy-data from a program via standard input as the first source of xy-data.
someprog | xy2xyy −v −o some.xyy −− − other.xy >some.log

LIMITS
xy2xyy cannot process files with lines of 200 characters and longer.

BUGS
(to be determined.)

AUTHOR
M.J. Moene(moene@biophys.LeidenUniv.nl)
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